Cell type-specific expression of bovine keratin genes as demonstrated by the use of complementary DNA clones.
Cytokeratins are a family of polypeptides that form the intermediate-sized filament characteristic of epithelial cells. The cytoskeletons of different types of epithelial cells have been reported to possess specific combinations of the members of this protein family. Therefore, we have sought to examine the correspondence between such differential protein expression and the expression of cytokeratin genes at the nucleic acid level. A library of recombinant plasmids carrying cDNA sequences synthesized from bovine epidermal mRNAs was constructed. Clones of about 10(3) base-pairs coding for all the major epidermal keratins of molecular weights of 50,000, 54,000, 59,000, 60,000 and 68,000 were identified by means of hybridization-selection, followed by one and two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of products of translation in vitro. Under stringent conditions, each of these clones hybridizes specifically with its corresponding mRNA and does not show significant cross-hybridization with mRNAs coding for the other keratins, including those belonging to the same subfamily. Using these clones in RNA blot hybridization analysis, we have studied the expression of keratin genes in diverse bovine epithelial tissues (muzzle epidermis, cornea, esophagus, bladder urothelium, liver) and cultured cell lines from kidney (MDBK) and mammary gland (BMGE + H, BMGE -H). In each case we have found a correlation between the respective keratin polypeptides and the corresponding mRNAs. Whereas mRNA coding for keratins Ia and VIb have been found only in epidermis, genes coding for other epidermal keratins are expressed also in certain non-epidermal epithelia and in cells of the BMGE + H line. In contrast, epidermal keratin mRNA sequences have not been detected in liver or bladder tissue, nor in cultured kidney cells (MDBK) or mammary gland cells of the BMGE - H line, which all express a set of cytokeratin polypeptides entirely different from those of epidermis. In all cases, only one mRNA size species has been found, suggesting that in different cell types the same mRNA species is synthesized from the same keratin gene. We conclude that the mechanisms controlling the cell type-specific synthesis of the diverse keratin genes act at a pre-translational level.